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A parametric family of lower bounds of the Bayes risk is derived in terms of an 
equivocation measure of degree ft. This family of bounds is shown to include 
as special cases (a) the Fano bound, and (b) Cover and I-Iart's upper bound of 
the single Nearest-Neighbor error rate. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we are concerned with two historically important error bounds. 
The first is known as the Fano bound (see, for example, Abramson (1963)) 
and relates the logarithmic measure of channel equivocation to the decoding 
error probability. The second is due to Cover and Hart (1967) and involves 
the average rror probability of the single Nearest-Neighbor rule (1 -NN rule) 
of pattern recognition. It establishes that the asymptotic 1-NN error rate is 
bounded from above in terms of the minimal (Bayes) error rate. These bounds, 
originating from two different fields, do not seem to have very much in common. 
It is the purpose of the present paper to show that they are both special instances 
of a general class of lower bounds of the Bayes risk obtained in terms of an 
average measure of conditional entropy of degree fi (Daroczy (1970), Sharma 
and Autar (1973), Devijver (1976), Forte and Ng (1973, 1975)). 
2.  SOME DEFINIT IONS 
Consider a two-dimensional random variable (X, 0) with 0 ~ {01 .... ,0~} and 
X ~ R a, and suppose that the distribution of (X, O) is given by (a) P(O = Oi) = 
P~, 1 <~ i <~ m, and (b) P{X < x I 0 = 0~} has a probability density p(x ] 03, 
1 ~ i ~ m. We call 0 the state of the observation X, Possible interpretations 
for states and observations are channel input and output signals or pattern 
classes and feature vectors. Under both interpretations, a central problem 
is that of estimating the state 0 of an observation X. 
With the occurrence of the event 0 = 0 i we associate an elementary un- 
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certainty measure of degree /3, ue(Oi) which is defined by (Devijver (1976)) 
ue(Oi) = (21-e  1)-1 (pg- l _  1), (1) 
where /3 is a real, positive parameter such that/3 4: 1. Then, the entropy of 
degree /3 of the random variable 0 is taken to be the expected value of ue(O ) 
with respect o the distribution of 0: 
(21)  Ha(O ) = (21-~ --  1) -1 Pi n - -  1 . (2) 
Given any observation X = x, we can calculate the conditional (a posteriori) 
probability of 0 by Bayes rule: 
P~p(x I0i) i = 1 ..... m, (3) 
P(Oi l x) = ~-~=l P~P(x I 05) ' 
and define the conditional entropy of degree/3 as the entropy of degree/3 of 
the conditional distribution of 0: 
) He(O Ix) = (2 l -e -  1) -1 Pe(Oi I x ) - -  1 . (4) 
Following a very classical approach, the equivocation of degree fi, He(O IX  ) 
is defined as the expected value of Ha(O ] x) with respect o the unconditional 
distribution of X: 
He(O I x) = f~ He(O I x) p(x) ax, (5) 
where p(x) = ~iZ1 PiP( x [Oi). It should be noted that He(0 ] X ) as defined 
by Eq. (5) does not seem to have been considered previously in the theoretical 
framework of entropy measures of degree/3 (Daroczy (1970)). The reason for 
this is that, contrary to the quantities defined in Eqs. (1), (2), and (4), He(0 ] X) 
does not belong to the set of information measures of degree /3 that can be 
defined in a purely axiomatic way (Devijver (1976)). 
It is known that lime+ 1He(O ) = H(O) where H(O) is the logarithmic entropy 
m 
measure, H(0) = ~i=1 Pi log 1/Pi, and the logarithm is to base two. A similar 
relation holds in terms of conditional entropies of degree /3 and logarithmic 
conditional entropies. Moreover, since H a converges uniformly to H as/3 --+ 1 
one easily obtains lime~ 1HB(O ] X) = H(O I X)  where H(O I X)  is the logarithmic 
equivocation measure H(OIX  ) = g{sZi~lP(0i Ix) log liP(Oil x)}, and E stands 
for the expectation operator.  
On the other hand, taking /3 = 2 in Eq. (4) yields Hz(O[x)= 
211 ~ 2 --~..i=1 P (Oilx)] and we recognize the term between brackets as the 
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conditional, large sample error probability of estimating 0 with the 1-NN rule 
(Cover and Hart (1967)). Letting r(x) and R be the conditional and uncondi- 
tional 1-NN risks, respectively, we obtain the relations H~(Olx ) = 2r(x) 
and H2(O I X)  ~ 2R which show that the 1-NN error rates can be interpreted 
on a purely information-theoretic basis (Devijver (1976)). 
3. MAIN RESULT 
The main result of this paper consists in showing that no matter what decision 
rule we use for estimating the state 0 of an observation X, the average error 
rate is bounded from below in terms of the equivocation of degree/3. More 
specifically, the derivation is made under the assumption that the rule is the 
Bayes rule. Since no decision rule can achieve a lower error rate, our results 
apply to any possible rule. 
Let R* denote the Bayes rate, viz., R*= E{r*(x)}, and r* (x )= 1 -  
max/P(Oi Ix). Then, for any /3 > 1, a lower bound on R* is given by the 
following inequalky 
R • 
(6) 
where, according to Eq. (2), 
He(R*, 1 - -  R*) = (2 '-~ - -  1)-~[R *e + (1 --  R*) ~ --  1], (7) 
and uB(" ) is as defined by Eq. (q). In the derivation of Eq. (6) it will be seen 
that the bound is as tight as possible in the sense that for any value of R*, 
(0 ~ R* ~ m -- 1/m), there exist distributions for which equality is achieved 
in Eq. (6), irrespective of the value of the parameter/3. 
In the two-class case, the inequality of (6) simplifies to 
H~(OIX) ~ HB(R*, 1 - -  R*). (8) 
Before proceeding with the derivation of Eq. (6), we consider two special 
cases. When/3 -~ 1, it can be readily shown that (6) becomes 
H(O [ X) ~ H(R*, 1 -- R*) + R* log(m --  1), (9) 
where, as before, H(-) denotes logarithmic entropy. The inequality of (9) is the 
well-known Fano bound. On the other hand, taking/3 ~ 2 in Eq. (6) yields 
H~(O [ X)  <~ H2(R*, 1 -- R*) + 2R*(m --  2)/(m --  1). (10) 
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Using Hz(OIX ) = 2R, expanding H2(R*, 1 --  R*) according to Eq. (7), and 
rearranging terms, we obtain 
R ~< R* (2 m R*) (11) 
m 1 ' 
which one recognizes as Cover and Hart's upper bound of the 1-NN error 
rate. Thus, as claimed in the introduction, the inequality of (6) is seen to include 
these two results as special cases. 
Proof of Equation (6). Without loss of generality, suppose that 
r*(x) = 1 - -  max P(O, ] x) = 1 -- P(Ok I x). (12) 
Then, we can write 
He(O Ix ) = (2 l -e -  1) -x [ (1 -  r*) e -- ~ Pe(O, lx ) -- 1], (13) 
k 3 
where r* stands for r*(x). We first wish to determine the (incomplete) distribu- 
tion P(Oi Ix), i = 1,..., k - -  1, k + 1,..., m, for which He(O [ x) is maximum 
under the constraint of Eq. (12). This can easily be done by using the Lagrange 
multipliers technique, and one finds that the maximizing distribution is 
F* 
P(O~lx) i=  1 .... , k - -  1, k -e l  m. (14) 
m--  1 ' ' " "  
Thus, from Eqs. (13) and (14) we obtain 
[  . -T-lJt r, 1]. He(O I x) <~ (21-e - -  1)-* t(1 --  r*) e + (m --  1) 
Taking expectations yields 
g [1 \ ~ r*  e 
From this and E{fe(-)} >~ (E{f(.)))e, if f ( . )  >/0,  and/3 ~ 1, we have 
[ C~i--1/( R* ]e_ 1]. He(O I X) <~ (21 e_  1)-1 t( 1 _ R,)e + (m -- 1) 
Adding and substracting R *e in the term between brackets yields 
He(O ] X) <~ (21-e --  1)-' [R *e + (1 --  R*) e -- 1] 
[( R* ]e-1 R*e-1]. @ R*(21-e  _ 1 ) -1  [ \ ~ ]  - -  
I 
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This together with Eqs. (7) and (1) yields the desired result. It is readily seen 
that equality is achieved in Eq. (6) when, for every x, conditions (12) and (14) 
are satisfied with the additional constraint r*(x) = R*. 
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